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HANCOCK DAY SCHOOL 2021

HEALTH AND WELLNESS PLEDGE

Date: Parent Names:

List name(s) of Child(ren) Participating in On-Campus School Activities and Programs:

Consent to Participate: My child(ren) has permission to participate in all Hancock Day
School programs and activities hosted by Hancock Day School. I know of no medical
reason why my child should not participate.

In granting permission for my child to attend Hancock Day School, I understand the
risks inherent with such attendance, including, but not limited to, the risk of exposure
to COVID-19.

I commit to…

1. Notifying the school if my child...

a. Tests positive for COVID-19, has been diagnosed by a medical professional as
having COVID-19, or is awaiting test results for the COVID- 19; or

b. Is exposed to a confirmed outbreak of COVID-19 or a person who has tested
positive for COVID-19.

2. Keeping my child home from school when he or she is sick.

3. Ensuring my child follows school procedures and protocols, including proper hand
hygiene, distancing, etc.

4. Allowing the school to administer a temperature check or other appropriate
medical assessments when necessary. In the event my child shows symptoms of
illness, I will promptly pick them up from school.
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5. Ensuring my child reports symptoms to a teacher or school nurse immediately.

6. Adhering to any required quarantine period and following the guidance from the
school in order for my child to return to school after any period of time at home.

7. Open and transparent communication with the school that is characterized by a
spirit of partnership and collaboration. This includes exercising patience with
others, assuming good intentions, and aiming to be a part of the solution.

Parent and child responsibilities and standards are subject to change based on
changes in scientific and medical guidelines for managing COVID-19. Due to the
fluid nature of this situation, previously scheduled field trips, meetings, and
events may also be subject to change. Parents should also understand that their
child(ren) may be photographed or video recorded to facilitate the needs of any
remote learning that may need to take place throughout the school year.

Covenant Not to Sue:

By signing this agreement, I acknowledge the contagious nature of COVID-19 and
voluntarily assume the risk that my family, including my child(ren), and I may be
exposed to COVID-19 while on-site at Hancock Day School or off-site locations for
athletic and educational activities and that such exposure or infection may result in
personal injury, illness, permanent disability, and death. I understand that the risk of
becoming exposed to COVID-19 at Hancock Day School may result from the actions,
omissions, or negligence of myself and others, including, but not limited to, the School,
employees, and member participants and their families. I, on behalf of myself and my
minor child(ren), hereby release, waive, hold harmless and covenant not to sue The
Parents and Friends of Hancock, Inc., its employees, agents, successors or assigns for
any injuries or claims that may arise from exposure to and/or infection causing
COVID-19 while on-site at Hancock Day School or off-site locations for athletic and
educational activities.

I have read this Consent Form, I understand it, and sign it voluntarily.

Please refer to the google forms shared with you by the school for acknowledgment,
consent and signatures.
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CDC CONSIDERATIONS FOR SCHOOLS

As some communities in the United States open K-12 schools, CDC offers the following
considerations for ways in which schools can help protect students, teachers,
administrators, and staff and slow the spread of COVID-19. Schools can determine, in
collaboration with state and local health officials to the extent possible, whether and
how to implement these considerations while adjusting to meet the unique needs
and circumstances of the local community. Implementation should be guided by
what is feasible, practical, acceptable, and tailored to the needs of each community.
School-based health facilities may refer to CDC’s Guidance for U.S. Healthcare Facilities
and may find it helpful to reference the Ten Ways Healthcare Systems Can Operate
Effectively During the COVID-19 Pandemic. These considerations are meant to
supplement—not replace—any state, local, territorial, or tribal health and safety laws,
rules, and regulations with which schools must comply.

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
ncov/community/schools-childcare/schools.html
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REOPENING AND RETURNING TO SCHOOL IN AUGUST

Overview
Hancock Day School is a community of over 500 students, staff, and faculty. We occupy
only 4 acres. We exist in 3 buildings. We teach and learn in 35-40 learning spaces. For
this to work efficiently, even in the best of times, we must all work together like a
well-rehearsed orchestra. Everyone must play his or her part exactly as written.

The School’s Commitment

The school will open on Monday, August 16th, with 6th-grade orientation. The full
school will begin classes on Tuesday, August 17th. We will open with a “confidently
flexible” approach. We will physically and operationally structure the campus with an
awareness of the CDC Guidelines that are in place at that time.

The Family’s Commitment

The safety of our community begins with the family. It is the school’s expectation that
families utilize CDC protocols and guidelines. Families are expected to pay special
attention to the following:

1. Pay careful attention to your child’s health before arriving at school.
This should include a daily temperature check.

2. Please do not mask symptoms with medicines and send your child to
school.

3. If a child/family member is tested for COVID, then all members of the family
must wait for the results prior to returning to campus.

4. Be respectful of our carpool times and directions. It is critical that the
outline of carpool times be followed exactly to ensure the safe movement of
individuals around our campus.
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Physical and Operational Structure of the Campus

A. Classrooms
Classroom and desk arrangements will more closely resemble pre pandemic
organization.

B. Class Passing and Hallway Etiquette

We will structure entrances and exits to minimize student contact. Arriving at
school prior to 7:55, students will move immediately to the gymnasium (grades
preK-5) or Hancock Hall (grades 6-8). After 7:55, students will proceed directly to
their individual classrooms. Students will continue to be instructed to follow
hallway etiquette, but directional arrows will no longer be in place.

C. Lunch
As always, families are welcome to send lunch with their children. For those who
prefer the school to provide lunch, prepackaged lunches like our Chick-Fil-A and
Jason’s Deli offerings, will be available each day beginning after Labor Day. Meals
will be held in the classrooms, outdoors (weather permitting), and rotating days
in Hancock Hall with sanitizing in between groups.

D. Recess

Each day we will provide a full recess experience for the children. This will be
accomplished through a flexible time schedule and total utilization of all recess
spaces. Entire grade levels will be combined for play at recess.

Health and Wellness

Hancock Day School will implement policies and procedures to assess the health of
students, teachers and faculty prior to entering campus. If anyone is experiencing
symptoms of COVID 19, then they should self isolate and contact their primary care
physician.

A. Before Arriving on Campus

Safety begins in the home. We ask that each family take the children’s
temperature before arriving on campus. If the student exhibits a temperature of
100.0 degrees or higher, he/she must stay home.
B. On Campus Screening and Arrival

Children may be assessed at carpool drop off. A student will be sent home if
questionable conditions are determined by this screen.
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C. On Campus Assessment

If a child shows any sign or symptoms of an illness, he/she will be assessed by the
nurse and parents will be notified. The school will follow the guidance from the
Georgia Department of Public Health in the event that any students or staff
members test positive for COVID 19.

Support for Families

As the year unfolds, we will be faced with many challenges, some expected and
some unforeseen.

A. Student or Family COVID 19 Diagnosis

When a student or a member of his/her family is found to either have COVID 19
or been exposed to COVID 19, we will follow the guidance from the Georgia
Department of Public Health.
We will move to ensure that our community has a minimum of exposure to the
disease. Should a student have to be quarantined at home, we will provide a
combination of virtual remote learning blended with learning/activity packets to
keep the student current.
B. Learning Support

Tricia Guggenheim, our learning coach, will be available to meet with students
who experience difficulty with time management, organization, study skills, and
other impediments related to both onsite and distance learning to offer specific
strategies and support.
C. Social/Emotional Support

Allison Maher, our counselor, will be available to meet with students and their
families to provide social and emotional support or discuss concerns.
D. Administration

Your child’s classroom teacher should be your first point of contact. Families may
then reach out to your child’s division head with any questions or concerns. Our
head of lower school, Ellen O’Connor, as well as the head and associate head of
middle school, Howard Crawford and Jack Cargile, will be happy to help.
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Health Policy and Return to School Protocol

Please keep in mind that this is a fluid document that can change depending on
community spread and updated guidelines from medical professionals. The health of
our community is our top priority.

A student/faculty member will be sent home if they have:

One of the following symptoms:

● Fever or chills
● Aches and pains (excluding sports injuries)
● Headache
● Sore throat
● Diarrhea, Nausea and/or vomiting
● Cough and/or shortness of breath
● New loss of taste or smell
● Congestion or runny nose not associated with known allergies

documented by pediatrician or allergist
● Nausea or vomiting
● Diarrhea

In order   to RETURN TO SCHOOL after a POSITIVE COVID-19 test
(asymptomatic or symptomatic) a student/faculty member must be:

● Fever free for 48 hours without the use of fever-reducing medications
AND

● Symptom improvement (Cough, shortness of breath, etc)
AND

● At least 10 days have passed since first onset of symptoms

If the doctor provides an alternative diagnosis then the student/faculty member
can return with a doctor’s note confirming diagnosis and fever free for 48 hours.
Please contact the school nurse prior to returning to campus by calling (912)
351-4500 and pressing “1”.

If a person has been in personal contact (cumulative 15 minute exposure within
three feet within a 24 hour period) with someone who tested positive for COVID-19
WITH OR WITHOUT PROPER PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT), then they need to
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complete all requirements of the Department of Public Health (DPH) for
exposure before returning to school.

Parents/faculty MUST notify the school if their family has had contact with Covid positive
person outside the school.

If someone in the school environment is positive then the school will refer to the
current guidelines provided by the CDC and the Georgia Department of Public Health
regarding quarantine and COVID POSITIVE return guidelines. It is our goal to adopt
the least restrictive approach to quarantine and keep as many students on
campus for in person learning as possible.

Once someone takes a test for COVID-19, then he/she must wait for the results
prior to returning to school. If any member of your household is waiting for
COVID-19 test results, no members of the family may be allowed on campus. This
is for the safety of our community.

Individuals who have had a known exposure to COVID-19 may be required to follow the
CDC/Department of Health guidelines in place at the time. Please note that these
guidelines may be different for different people based on their vaccination status.

*PLEASE NOTE: In the event that a student is required to quarantine, the school will pivot
quickly and provide a remote learning experience.*
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ON CAMPUS HEALTH AND SAFETY PRACTICES

Keeping your children and our faculty and staff healthy is our utmost priority. We will
maintain a layered approach to COVID-19 prevention as we consider the level of
community transmission and assess risks within our school environment.  The
strategies below are ones that we have found successful and will continue into the
2021-2022 school year.

● Regular cleaning and disinfection of surfaces throughout campus; this
includes classrooms, bathrooms, hallways, Hancock Hall, etc.

● Handwashing and the promotion of good hand hygiene including regular
use of hand sanitizer.

● Purifying the air in our classrooms and workspaces with Hathaspace Smart
True HEPA Air Purifiers.

● Screening students who may present at school with COVID-19 symptoms.

● Contact tracing if a student is diagnosed with COVID-19.

● Promoting physical distancing between groups of students by keeping
different cohorts from mixing in the lunchroom, recess, etc.

● Encouraging those who are able to be vaccinated for COVID-19 to do so.

● Universal masking will be in place to begin the year. We strive to transition to a
mask optional situation and will use the local transmission rate, seven day
rolling average, percentage of positive tests, and area hospitalization data as
the Health and Education Advisory Committee determines when we can
transition to optional masking. When we transition to optional masking, please
note that this will impact our quarantine guidelines.
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AUXILIARY COMPONENTS

Arrival

Complimentary early morning supervision will still be offered from 7:30am–7:55am.
Between 7:30- 7:55, primary and lower school students will be held in the gymnasium.
Middle school students will be held in Hancock Hall. At 7:55 these spaces will close and
students will be sent directly to their classrooms.

Dismissal

For the 2021-2022 school year, students will be dismissed from their classrooms at the
times outlined below.

Grade Level Zone and Location Dismissal Time

Pre-K – Grade 2 Green Zone–Primary School
Building

2:45 pm

Grades 3 – 5 Gold Zone– Lower School Building 3:00 pm

Grades 6 – 8 White Zone–Middle School
Building

3:15 pm

Multi-Child Families

If you have children in multiple buildings/divisions, you should arrive for pick up at the
appropriate time for your oldest child. You will collect all of your children at the
appropriate zone for your oldest child. For example, if you have a sixth grader and a
second grader, you should arrive at 3:15 and pick up your sixth grader and second
grader in White Zone.

Extended Session

Specific guidelines and fee structures for Extended will be outlined in a separate
communication.
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On Campus Activities

Due to space constraints outside and the rigorous cleaning protocol required for
indoor areas, afternoon on campus activities will be limited in availability and will
begin after Labor Day. Look for more details regarding Step it Up and other possible
offerings in the weeks ahead.

ATHLETIC GUIDELINES

Hancock Athletics will adhere to the guidelines laid out by the Georgia High School
Athletic Association. Protective measures for student athletes will include the
following:

● Hand sanitizer available pre and post practice

● The sharing of water bottles, towels, and other personal items will not
be allowed. All athletes must bring their own water bottle.

● Athletic staff will plan appropriately to maintain proper social
distancing during activities whenever possible.

These guidelines will be updated as needed, and we will keep the Hancock Athletic
community abreast to changes and how those changes affect the way we do things
within Hancock Athletics.
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REMOTE LEARNING SUMMARY

Overview
Remote learning allows Hancock Day School to extend learning into the home while
maintaining the safety of our community during emergency closures.

Self Selected Remote Learning
Self selected remote learning may be phased out for the 2021-2022 school year. At this
time the school plans to offer the option of self selected remote learning until
September 10, 2021. Families who select this option for the beginning of the year must
commit to the entire four week remote period. We will review the necessity for Self
Selected Remote Learning based on the Covid data.

Schoolwide Remote Learning Due to COVID-19 Exposure
The guidelines in this document are written for a situation in which the entire
school moves into remote learning. In the event that an individual family requires
a remote learning option, the administration will work with that individual family
on a case by case basis.

Google Classroom gives our teachers the ability to create an engaging and stimulating
atmosphere for students to receive the following: instruction, guides and resources,
assignments, and assessments, as well as other forms of direct delivery instruction.
With multiple Google Certified Educators on staff, Hancock Day School teachers have
the training and experience to support students and families from a distance when we
are not able to be together on campus.

What can I do to make sure my student is successful during Remote
Learning?

The number one goal of Remote Learning is to make sure your child continues to learn
in a safe environment. Research shows us that students are most productive in an
environment with predictable structure and consistent expectations. While by their
nature Remote Learning days are unusual, following the guidelines below will help
support all students.

● Create a designated learning space for your child. Whether it is
your kitchen table or a desk in your child’s room, associate the area with
learning only for the time being. Be careful to select a space with limited
distractions that allows you to check in on your child periodically. Add
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items the child may need like a pencil case or extra paper, and encourage
your child to take a sense of ownership of their home learning space.

● Work together as a family to establish a predictable routine. We
understand that Remote Learning days create unique challenges for
working parents and that the timing of schoolwork may shift slightly day
to day depending on work commitments for parents, access to
technology, etc. Rather than committing to a minute by minute schedule,
think about things like start time, lunch time, recess, and end time. The
predictable routine can provide a sense of comfort for your child in an
uncertain time.
● Communicate. Make sure to keep open lines of communication with
both your child and his/her teacher. Let us know if your child is struggling
with something, or if he/she seems ready for an additional challenge.
While our teachers always appreciate positive feedback, they are also open
to hearing when something is not working for your family. We are all on
the same team, and we can best support students by working together.
Also be sure to actively check in with your child to monitor their progress
both educationally and emotionally. Remote Learning days can be
challenging for students who are accustomed to social settings. Students
who typically complete all assignments may now need extra reminders
and support at home.

How will my students get the Remote Learning assignments that they need to
complete?
Teachers will have lessons for your student via packets and/or Google Classroom.
When possible, students will receive the necessary resources to complete their work at
home prior to leaving the school building. If needed, additional pick-up days may be
scheduled.

Responsibilities

A. Attendance

Attendance will be taken daily during Zoom sessions and recorded in FACTS. Remote
Learning does not change the fact that regular attendance is absolutely necessary for
a student’s academic success. Absences are a serious matter, and only illness or
emergencies should cause their occurrence. Please email your child’s classroom
teacher and the school nurse on the day your child is absent and give the reason.
Additionally, punctuality is important in all phases of our school day and Zoom
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sessions. Please plan ahead to ensure that your child has access to necessary
technology and devices are fully charged before scheduled Zoom sessions.

If a child acquires a significant number of absences or tardies during Remote
Learning, a conference will be scheduled between the parents and administration.

B. Code of Conduct & Academic Integrity

Students are expected to arrive for virtual classes ready to SOAR.
Sit up for learning with
Organized materials,
Attention focused, and
Respect for the class.

The Hancock Way, behavior guidelines outlined in our handbook, and our academic
honesty policy will continue to be upheld by our community throughout Remote
Learning. If your child needs clarification regarding what resources are acceptable to
use on a particular assignment, please reach out to the teacher before providing help.
As a general reminder, academic integrity protects against the following:

● Cheating is fabricating written assignments; giving or receiving aid without
the consent of the teacher on tests, quizzes, assignments, or exams; or accessing
unauthorized teacher's editions or answer keys. Cheating also includes the use
of technology such as computers, phones, cameras, or any other device that
provides access to unauthorized information related to graded course material,
tests, quizzes, assignments, or examinations.

● Colluding is allowing one's work to be copied or submitted by another
student. This applies to individual as well as group work where the students are
given individual grades. It also applies to work that is transferred electronically
and then submitted by another student.
● Plagiarizing is the act of presenting the ideas or works of another person as
one's own. This includes presenting information, ideas, phrasing, words, artwork,
music, figures, diagrams, graphs, song lyrics, films, maps, illustrations, data,
computer programs, emails, CDs, and electronic files from the Internet.
Plagiarism occurs when a student does one of the following: fails to cite
borrowed, quoted, or paraphrased material, even by accident; deliberately
intends to deceive through lack of citation; or uses strings of words from a cited
source without indicating these words are not his/her own (attempted
paraphrase without quotations, even if there is a correct citation).
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Academic integrity violations are considered a major disciplinary offense. These
assignments earn the grade of a zero and a conference is scheduled with the Division
Head.

C. Completion of Assignments

At all grade levels, students are expected to complete the lesson(s) assigned by their
teachers on a daily basis. Remote Learning days are about extending learning outside
of the school building and maintaining continuity of instruction.

Students who submit work that is late or incomplete, or who fail to submit an
assignment altogether, can expect their grade to be penalized. Additionally, parents of
students who exhibit a pattern of late/missing/incomplete assignments will be
contacted by the Division Head for a conference.

If your family faces circumstances that preclude your child from being able to
complete his/her schoolwork during Remote Learning days, please be in touch
with the school so that we can support your family.

D. Digital Code of Conduct

Proper behavior, as it relates to the use of technology, is no different than proper
behavior in all other aspects of Hancock Day School. All users are expected to use HDS
technology resources in a legal, responsible, ethical, and polite manner.

A student who knowingly violates any portion of the digital citizenship expectations
will be subject to suspension of access and/or revocation of privileges and will be
subject to disciplinary action in accordance with the handbook. Students will practice
responsible use of digital information regarding intellectual property, including
complying with software licenses, copyright laws, and all other state and federal laws
governing intellectual property. Students will practice safe and appropriate online
behavior including using professional etiquette while communicating online.
Improper use of technology resources is prohibited. The individual in whose name a
system account is issued will be responsible at all times for its proper use. Students will
use technology resources cautiously to prevent damage. Students are asked to
conserve technology resources (such as network bandwidth and storage) by limiting
usage to educational purposes. System users must not degrade the performance of
district technology resources (i.e., streaming video, streaming audio, and Internet
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radio), deprive an authorized district user access to a district resource, obtain extra
resources beyond those allocated, or circumvent district computer security measures.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

A. Learning Support

Tricia Guggenheim, our learning coach, is available to meet with students who
experience difficulty with time management, organization, study skills, and other
impediments related to distance learning to offer specific strategies and support.

B. Social/Emotional Support

Allison Maher, our counselor, is available to meet with students and their families to
provide social and emotional support or discuss concerns.

C. Administration

While your child’s classroom teacher should be your first point of contact, feel free to
reach out to your child’s division head with any questions or concerns. Our head of
lower school, Ellen O’Connor, as well as the head of middle school, Howard Crawford
and associate head of middle school, Jack Cargile, are always happy to help.

D. Website

Please visit our website’s COVID-19 Resource Page for more
information.
https://hancockdayschool.org/parents/covid-19-response/
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